
 Kenton Schools Academy Trust AGM 

Thursday 14th December 2017 
 

 

In Attendance: 

Tracy Carson (Clerk), Anne Hallowell (UNW), Simon Hanson (Vice Chair), Sarah Holmes-

Carne (KS Principal), Jackie McHanwell (Chair), Kevin McDermid (Senior Education Lead), 

Karen Mills (Trustee), Ray Steele (Accounting Officer), Val Wigham (SW Principal) 
 

1. Procedural Items 

Apologies for absence: Tony McPhillips, David Pearmain, Rick Portsmouth 

Declaration of Interests: These were on the website and everyone confirmed there were no 

additions or amendments. 

Previous Minutes: 

AGM – for information as they had been approved at a previous Trust meeting. 

Staffing - no issues were raised. 

Finance - no issues were raised. 

MAT Board – SO has indicated her readiness to stand as Chair of the Trust on an interim 

basis. The minutes were agreed as a true and accurate record.  

  

Future of Trust Governance 

RS outlined the position regarding the inaccurate financial information which was 

previously reported to the Board. It was noted that DP, JMC and RP had resigned but 

legally they are unable to resign as members.  RS pointed out that members do very little 

outside the AGM, at the moment members are not called upon to do anything until the 

next AGM or more likely, if LST take over the Trust and therefore sign over their membership 

rights to LST members. JMc stated she would prefer to be replaced as a member and 

pointed out that RP suggested KMc and RS may want to become members. RS confirmed 

that DP can be prevailed upon to remain as a member, if required.   

 

The Board unanimously approved KMc to continue as CEO until September 2018, although 

RS was to remain engaged on certain issues.  It was also noted that the Director of Finance 

would also remain for the duration of that period. Trustees all agreed. 

 

The Trust thanked Anne Hallowell, who had quickly and efficiently identified the issues in 

terms of finance. AH had undertaken an excellent piece of work. AW confirmed she will be 

here if we need to call on her again in the new year.  JMC endorsed this. 

 

Subcommittee Structure and operation: KMc confirmed that the new finance director was 

now running monthly meetings with VW and SHC; finance would be more open and 

transparent going forward. It was agreed to restructure the Trust Committee meetings. 
KMc/TC – To Action 

2. Kenton School Academy Trust Draft Annual report and Accounts 

KMc highlighted the key figures and referred Trustees to page 22, the column on the left 

hand side was unrestricted funds, page 23 half way down is the net current liabilities. It was 

noted in the audit report, page 17, Clive Owen propose not a qualification but an 

“emphasis of matter - going concern”, drawing attention to the financial position at the 

end of the year.  It was noted that the paragraph at the bottom of page 17 is not in a 

standard audit report. The words on page 25 link the going concern and what we are 

doing about it and how as a trust board we meet liabilities as they fall due. We therefore 

need reasonable reassurance from ESFA. AH pointed out that if you look back, year on 

year, the deficit was the same, however in previous years you had the reserves to cushion 

it. Trustees pointed out that in previous years there was a deliberate decision to reduce the 

reserves: we were led to believe this was fine, so we were shocked to find things were as 

bad as this. 

 



 

 

Trustees pointed out there was a reputational risk with regard to redundancy and pointed 

out that we have done this once before and we are now doing it again, will we have to do 

this again, but back to transparency is this the worst we have found? AH stated she would 

put it into context: a lot of schools shave reserves and would be looking to restructure going 

forward, due to the funding going down and staff costs going up. KS was taking the hit and 

doing it all now; most schools were planning for this in 19/20. The message was that we 

were not just recovering historic losses, we are making sure it is fit for purpose with the new 

funding formula coming through.  In the context of all this was the SW utilities accruals or 

the lack of them, we would have to cut back anyway, the pay back in cash flow is gradual 

it will be 19/20 before we get all the cash back.   

 

Trustees asked: given what we know, what happens with SW accruals in terms of the 

utilities? AH confirmed it is accrued at the end. The only high level risk for Clive Owen was 

on page 8 and it is no surprise that budgeting and forecasting throughout the year left a lot 

to be desired but the recommended steps have been put in place.  

 

3. Current Financial Position/Recovery Plan 

MAT Risk Register 

We submitted a comprehensive recovery plan to EFSA last week. We have requested an 

advance to tide us over the pinch points in the cash flow. The plan itself indicates that the 

Trust as a whole would be reducing associate and teaching staff.  This will produce a 

modest Trust surplus by the end of 2020 and paid off all of its advance. KMc outlined the 

current financial position, including a very large number of unpaid invoices and issues 

around access to DE’s emails, as there were invoices sitting in his email unpaid. We are 

awaiting ESFA support to enable audit to sign off our accounts on a going concern basis. 

The financial position is clarifying on a daily basis, we are getting an accurate picture of the 

current management costs and the position is relatively positive for that, having now got 

clarity and an accurate reflection of expenditure so far on the budget heads.  

 

To summarise, the recovery plan identified risks for the Trust going forward: we do not 

believe that any are high likelihood or high impact. We will implement the reductions: LST 

still support KSAT and are committed to the absorption of the Trust to LST, but if they were to 

pull out, we still believe plan B will deliver financial stability for the Trust. The potential impact 

is high, but the recovery plan would still put the Trust on a firm financial footing by 2020. 

Trustees all agreed that the loss and weakness in financial expertise in the Trust was covered 

effectively with plans in place to continue the employment of the Director of Finance, 

budgeted until the end of the year.  

 

KS Risk Register 

SHC outlined the top three strategic risks; Post 16, Year 7 recruitment and retention of good 

staff.   

 

SW Risk Register 

VW outlined her top three strategic risks were Post-16, the building issues, and the managed 

moves at SW. It was noted that SW would receive their monitoring visit on Monday. 

 

4. Any other business 

Trustees thanked JMc for all the years she has put in to this, it was noted that she had been 

involved in governance since 2004. JMc wished everyone all the best and pointed out that, 

despite this current climate, both schools were great and did some really good stuff: 

trustees should not lose sight of this amongst the financial issues and, despite Ofsted, both 

are strong schools that will thrive because of that. 


